
 

  

Christmas Christmas

DIY logo tote Santa ElkDIY logo tote Santa Elk
Christmas gift bagChristmas gift bag

DIY logo tote SantaDIY logo tote Santa
Elk Christmas giftElk Christmas gift

bagbag

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

MINIMUMMINIMUM
ORDER?1pc is OKORDER?1pc is OK

Showcase your brand, artworkShowcase your brand, artwork
or cause with personalized toteor cause with personalized tote
bags.Our range of personalizedbags.Our range of personalized

tote bags comes in varioustote bags comes in various
styles to meet diverse needs.styles to meet diverse needs.

While our personalized canvasWhile our personalized canvas
bags are ideal for personal use,bags are ideal for personal use,

gifts or promotional events,gifts or promotional events,
cotton tote bags make for acotton tote bags make for a

great choice for everyday usegreat choice for everyday use
and branding. We offer toteand branding. We offer tote
bags in bulk and our custombags in bulk and our custom

totes are also available with atotes are also available with a
minimum order quantity of justminimum order quantity of just

one to cater to your needs.one to cater to your needs.

These personalized tote bagsThese personalized tote bags
make for excellent promotionalmake for excellent promotional

Christmas canvas tote bagChristmas canvas tote bag
ladies casual environmentalladies casual environmental

printed LOGOprinted LOGO

Christmas canvasChristmas canvas
tote bag ladiestote bag ladies

casualcasual
environmentalenvironmental
printed LOGOprinted LOGO
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great choice for everyday usegreat choice for everyday use
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bags in bulk and our custombags in bulk and our custom

totes are also available with atotes are also available with a
minimum order quantity of justminimum order quantity of just

Tote Santa Elk Candy gift bagTote Santa Elk Candy gift bag
Eco-friendly printingEco-friendly printing

Tote Santa ElkTote Santa Elk
Candy gift bag Eco-Candy gift bag Eco-

friendly printingfriendly printing

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

MINIMUMMINIMUM
ORDER?1pc is OKORDER?1pc is OK

Showcase your brand, artworkShowcase your brand, artwork
or cause with personalized toteor cause with personalized tote
bags.Our range of personalizedbags.Our range of personalized

tote bags comes in varioustote bags comes in various
styles to meet diverse needs.styles to meet diverse needs.

While our personalized canvasWhile our personalized canvas
bags are ideal for personal use,bags are ideal for personal use,

gifts or promotional events,gifts or promotional events,
cotton tote bags make for acotton tote bags make for a

great choice for everyday usegreat choice for everyday use
and branding. We offer toteand branding. We offer tote
bags in bulk and our custombags in bulk and our custom

totes are also available with atotes are also available with a
minimum order quantity of justminimum order quantity of just

one to cater to your needs.one to cater to your needs.

These personalized tote bagsThese personalized tote bags
make for excellent promotionalmake for excellent promotional
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giveaways – and are practicalgiveaways – and are practical
for holding all your marketingfor holding all your marketing
materials. They also serve asmaterials. They also serve as

practical merch items, allowingpractical merch items, allowing
your customers to carry a pieceyour customers to carry a piece

of your brand with themof your brand with them
wherever they go. Forwherever they go. For

businesses looking to impressbusinesses looking to impress
clients and employees, ourclients and employees, our

custom cotton tote bags makecustom cotton tote bags make
perfect corporate gifts.perfect corporate gifts.

Design canvas tote bags withDesign canvas tote bags with
your brand's logo or message,your brand's logo or message,

making a memorablemaking a memorable
impression at trade shows andimpression at trade shows and
events – using our different toteevents – using our different tote

bag printing techniques.bag printing techniques.
Whatever your style andWhatever your style and

budget, IBOXBAGS is ready tobudget, IBOXBAGS is ready to
help you create tote bags theyhelp you create tote bags they

can't miss.can't miss.

LARGE CAPACITY &LARGE CAPACITY &
DURABILITY OFDURABILITY OF

CUSTOM TOTE BAGSCUSTOM TOTE BAGS

  15"W x 16"H, made of natural  15"W x 16"H, made of natural
cotton, lock stitching inside,cotton, lock stitching inside,

with compacted stitchingwith compacted stitching
throughout, including cross-throughout, including cross-
stitching at the handles forstitching at the handles for

maximum strength allowing themaximum strength allowing the
bag to hold up extra bearingbag to hold up extra bearing

capacity, which are muchcapacity, which are much
stronger than our competitors.stronger than our competitors.
With two reinforced handlesWith two reinforced handles

sized 1"W x 25"L, convenient tosized 1"W x 25"L, convenient to
carry in hand or wear on yourcarry in hand or wear on your
shoulder, sturdy enough for allshoulder, sturdy enough for all

kinds of daily use.kinds of daily use.

MULTI-FUNCTION ofMULTI-FUNCTION of
imprinted tote bagsimprinted tote bags

one to cater to your needs.one to cater to your needs.
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MULTI-FUNCTION ofMULTI-FUNCTION of
imprinted tote bagsimprinted tote bags
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It is an ideal bag for beach,It is an ideal bag for beach,
teachers, nurse, work, travel,teachers, nurse, work, travel,
swimming, sport, yoga, dance,swimming, sport, yoga, dance,

travel, carry-on, luggage,travel, carry-on, luggage,
camping, hiking, team workcamping, hiking, team work

picnic, party, gym, library, spa,picnic, party, gym, library, spa,
trade show, wedding,trade show, wedding,

conference, etc.Our pirnted toteconference, etc.Our pirnted tote
bags are also great for paintingbags are also great for painting

and decorating projects atand decorating projects at
home, at school, or in camp,home, at school, or in camp,

add your own touch with paintadd your own touch with paint
and other craft tools for aand other craft tools for a

personalized gift bags to yourpersonalized gift bags to your
loved onesloved ones

ECO-FRIENDLYECO-FRIENDLY

responsible for saving theresponsible for saving the
planet by not choosing paper orplanet by not choosing paper or

plastic bags, go green, bringplastic bags, go green, bring
our life in a colorful and creativeour life in a colorful and creative
way. Could be used as teacherway. Could be used as teacher

bag, nurse bag, library bag,bag, nurse bag, library bag,
book bag, party bag, birthdaybook bag, party bag, birthday

bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,
trade show bag, conferencetrade show bag, conference

bag, promotional bag, gift bag,bag, promotional bag, gift bag,
giveaway bag, advertising bag,giveaway bag, advertising bag,
candy bag, silk screen printingcandy bag, silk screen printing

bag, church bag, Christmasbag, church bag, Christmas
bag, Halloween bag,bag, Halloween bag,

Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,
welcome bag and other variouswelcome bag and other various

event bags.event bags.

WASHING NOTICE: WASHING NOTICE:

cleaning of the bags is notcleaning of the bags is not
recommended. The washingrecommended. The washing
shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.

Should it be seriously dirty, it isShould it be seriously dirty, it is
recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold

water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is
necessary before high-necessary before high-
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temperature ironing. Pleasetemperature ironing. Please
notice that the fabric may notnotice that the fabric may not
return to the original flatness.return to the original flatness.

Flash drying and machine washFlash drying and machine wash
shall be prohibited..shall be prohibited..

WARRANTYWARRANTY

If you have any qualityIf you have any quality
problems with our bags and areproblems with our bags and are
not satisfied, please feel free tonot satisfied, please feel free to
contact us, we will try our bestcontact us, we will try our best

to solve your problem andto solve your problem and
protect your rights andprotect your rights and

interests..interests..

recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold
water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is

necessary before high-necessary before high-
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Eco-friendly printed ChristmasEco-friendly printed Christmas
gift DIY gift bag shopping baggift DIY gift bag shopping bag

Eco-friendly printedEco-friendly printed
Christmas gift DIYChristmas gift DIY
gift bag shoppinggift bag shopping

bagbag

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

MINIMUMMINIMUM

Shopping printed cotton bagShopping printed cotton bag
with logo canvas wrapwith logo canvas wrap

Christmas tote bagChristmas tote bag

Shopping printedShopping printed
cotton bag withcotton bag with

logo canvas wraplogo canvas wrap
Christmas tote bagChristmas tote bag

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

Portable canvas Christmas DIYPortable canvas Christmas DIY
pattern shopping bagpattern shopping bag

Portable canvasPortable canvas
Christmas DIYChristmas DIY

pattern shoppingpattern shopping
bagbag

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

MINIMUMMINIMUM
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ORDER?1pc is OKORDER?1pc is OK

Showcase your brand, artworkShowcase your brand, artwork
or cause with personalized toteor cause with personalized tote
bags.Our range of personalizedbags.Our range of personalized

tote bags comes in varioustote bags comes in various
styles to meet diverse needs.styles to meet diverse needs.

While our personalized canvasWhile our personalized canvas
bags are ideal for personal use,bags are ideal for personal use,

gifts or promotional events,gifts or promotional events,
cotton tote bags make for acotton tote bags make for a

great choice for everyday usegreat choice for everyday use
and branding. We offer toteand branding. We offer tote
bags in bulk and our custombags in bulk and our custom

totes are also available with atotes are also available with a
minimum order quantity of justminimum order quantity of just

one to cater to your needs.one to cater to your needs.

These personalized tote bagsThese personalized tote bags
make for excellent promotionalmake for excellent promotional
giveaways – and are practicalgiveaways – and are practical
for holding all your marketingfor holding all your marketing
materials. They also serve asmaterials. They also serve as

practical merch items, allowingpractical merch items, allowing
your customers to carry a pieceyour customers to carry a piece

of your brand with themof your brand with them
wherever they go. Forwherever they go. For

businesses looking to impressbusinesses looking to impress
clients and employees, ourclients and employees, our

custom cotton tote bags makecustom cotton tote bags make
perfect corporate gifts.perfect corporate gifts.

Design canvas tote bags withDesign canvas tote bags with
your brand's logo or message,your brand's logo or message,

making a memorablemaking a memorable
impression at trade shows andimpression at trade shows and
events – using our different toteevents – using our different tote

bag printing techniques.bag printing techniques.
Whatever your style andWhatever your style and

budget, IBOXBAGS is ready tobudget, IBOXBAGS is ready to
help you create tote bags theyhelp you create tote bags they

can't miss.can't miss.
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make for excellent promotionalmake for excellent promotional
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practical merch items, allowingpractical merch items, allowing
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clients and employees, ourclients and employees, our

custom cotton tote bags makecustom cotton tote bags make
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CUSTOM TOTE BAGSCUSTOM TOTE BAGS

  15"W x 16"H, made of natural  15"W x 16"H, made of natural
cotton, lock stitching inside,cotton, lock stitching inside,

with compacted stitchingwith compacted stitching
throughout, including cross-throughout, including cross-
stitching at the handles forstitching at the handles for

maximum strength allowing themaximum strength allowing the
bag to hold up extra bearingbag to hold up extra bearing

capacity, which are muchcapacity, which are much
stronger than our competitors.stronger than our competitors.
With two reinforced handlesWith two reinforced handles

sized 1"W x 25"L, convenient tosized 1"W x 25"L, convenient to
carry in hand or wear on yourcarry in hand or wear on your
shoulder, sturdy enough for allshoulder, sturdy enough for all

kinds of daily use.kinds of daily use.

MULTI-FUNCTION ofMULTI-FUNCTION of
imprinted tote bagsimprinted tote bags

It is an ideal bag for beach,It is an ideal bag for beach,
teachers, nurse, work, travel,teachers, nurse, work, travel,

swimming, sport, yoga, dance,swimming, sport, yoga, dance,
travel, carry-on, luggage,travel, carry-on, luggage,

camping, hiking, team workcamping, hiking, team work
picnic, party, gym, library, spa,picnic, party, gym, library, spa,

trade show, wedding,trade show, wedding,
conference, etc.Our pirnted toteconference, etc.Our pirnted tote
bags are also great for paintingbags are also great for painting

and decorating projects atand decorating projects at
home, at school, or in camp,home, at school, or in camp,

add your own touch with paintadd your own touch with paint
and other craft tools for aand other craft tools for a

personalized gift bags to yourpersonalized gift bags to your
loved onesloved ones

ECO-FRIENDLYECO-FRIENDLY

responsible for saving theresponsible for saving the
planet by not choosing paper orplanet by not choosing paper or

plastic bags, go green, bringplastic bags, go green, bring
our life in a colorful and creativeour life in a colorful and creative
way. Could be used as teacherway. Could be used as teacher

bag, nurse bag, library bag,bag, nurse bag, library bag,
book bag, party bag, birthdaybook bag, party bag, birthday
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responsible for saving theresponsible for saving the
planet by not choosing paper orplanet by not choosing paper or

plastic bags, go green, bringplastic bags, go green, bring
our life in a colorful and creativeour life in a colorful and creative
way. Could be used as teacherway. Could be used as teacher

bag, nurse bag, library bag,bag, nurse bag, library bag,

CUSTOM TOTE BAGSCUSTOM TOTE BAGS

  15"W x 16"H, made of natural  15"W x 16"H, made of natural
cotton, lock stitching inside,cotton, lock stitching inside,

with compacted stitchingwith compacted stitching
throughout, including cross-throughout, including cross-
stitching at the handles forstitching at the handles for

maximum strength allowing themaximum strength allowing the
bag to hold up extra bearingbag to hold up extra bearing

capacity, which are muchcapacity, which are much
stronger than our competitors.stronger than our competitors.
With two reinforced handlesWith two reinforced handles

sized 1"W x 25"L, convenient tosized 1"W x 25"L, convenient to
carry in hand or wear on yourcarry in hand or wear on your
shoulder, sturdy enough for allshoulder, sturdy enough for all

kinds of daily use.kinds of daily use.

MULTI-FUNCTION ofMULTI-FUNCTION of
imprinted tote bagsimprinted tote bags

It is an ideal bag for beach,It is an ideal bag for beach,
teachers, nurse, work, travel,teachers, nurse, work, travel,

swimming, sport, yoga, dance,swimming, sport, yoga, dance,
travel, carry-on, luggage,travel, carry-on, luggage,

camping, hiking, team workcamping, hiking, team work
picnic, party, gym, library, spa,picnic, party, gym, library, spa,

trade show, wedding,trade show, wedding,
conference, etc.Our pirnted toteconference, etc.Our pirnted tote
bags are also great for paintingbags are also great for painting

and decorating projects atand decorating projects at
home, at school, or in camp,home, at school, or in camp,

add your own touch with paintadd your own touch with paint
and other craft tools for aand other craft tools for a

personalized gift bags to yourpersonalized gift bags to your
loved onesloved ones

ECO-FRIENDLYECO-FRIENDLY

responsible for saving theresponsible for saving the
planet by not choosing paper orplanet by not choosing paper or

plastic bags, go green, bringplastic bags, go green, bring
our life in a colorful and creativeour life in a colorful and creative
way. Could be used as teacherway. Could be used as teacher

bag, nurse bag, library bag,bag, nurse bag, library bag,
book bag, party bag, birthdaybook bag, party bag, birthday
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bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,
trade show bag, conferencetrade show bag, conference

bag, promotional bag, gift bag,bag, promotional bag, gift bag,
giveaway bag, advertising bag,giveaway bag, advertising bag,
candy bag, silk screen printingcandy bag, silk screen printing

bag, church bag, Christmasbag, church bag, Christmas
bag, Halloween bag,bag, Halloween bag,

Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,
welcome bag and other variouswelcome bag and other various

event bags.event bags.

WASHING NOTICE: WASHING NOTICE:

cleaning of the bags is notcleaning of the bags is not
recommended. The washingrecommended. The washing
shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.

Should it be seriously dirty, it isShould it be seriously dirty, it is
recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold

water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is
necessary before high-necessary before high-

temperature ironing. Pleasetemperature ironing. Please
notice that the fabric may notnotice that the fabric may not
return to the original flatness.return to the original flatness.

Flash drying and machine washFlash drying and machine wash
shall be prohibited..shall be prohibited..

WARRANTYWARRANTY

If you have any qualityIf you have any quality
problems with our bags and areproblems with our bags and are
not satisfied, please feel free tonot satisfied, please feel free to
contact us, we will try our bestcontact us, we will try our best

to solve your problem andto solve your problem and
protect your rights andprotect your rights and

interests..interests..

book bag, party bag, birthdaybook bag, party bag, birthday
bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,

trade show bag, conferencetrade show bag, conference
bag, promotional bag, gift bag,bag, promotional bag, gift bag,
giveaway bag, advertising bag,giveaway bag, advertising bag,
candy bag, silk screen printingcandy bag, silk screen printing

bag, church bag, Christmasbag, church bag, Christmas
bag, Halloween bag,bag, Halloween bag,

Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,
welcome bag and other variouswelcome bag and other various

event bags.event bags.

WASHING NOTICE: WASHING NOTICE:

cleaning of the bags is notcleaning of the bags is not
recommended. The washingrecommended. The washing
shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.

Should it be seriously dirty, it isShould it be seriously dirty, it is
recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold

water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is
necessary before high-necessary before high-

temperature ironing. Pleasetemperature ironing. Please
notice that the fabric may notnotice that the fabric may not
return to the original flatness.return to the original flatness.

Flash drying and machine washFlash drying and machine wash
shall be prohibited..shall be prohibited..

WARRANTYWARRANTY

If you have any qualityIf you have any quality
problems with our bags and areproblems with our bags and are
not satisfied, please feel free tonot satisfied, please feel free to
contact us, we will try our bestcontact us, we will try our best

to solve your problem andto solve your problem and
protect your rights andprotect your rights and

interests..interests..

bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,
trade show bag, conferencetrade show bag, conference

bag, promotional bag, gift bag,bag, promotional bag, gift bag,
giveaway bag, advertising bag,giveaway bag, advertising bag,
candy bag, silk screen printingcandy bag, silk screen printing

bag, church bag, Christmasbag, church bag, Christmas
bag, Halloween bag,bag, Halloween bag,

Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,
welcome bag and other variouswelcome bag and other various

event bags.event bags.

WASHING NOTICE: WASHING NOTICE:

cleaning of the bags is notcleaning of the bags is not
recommended. The washingrecommended. The washing
shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.

Should it be seriously dirty, it isShould it be seriously dirty, it is
recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold

water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is
necessary before high-necessary before high-

temperature ironing. Pleasetemperature ironing. Please
notice that the fabric may notnotice that the fabric may not
return to the original flatness.return to the original flatness.

Flash drying and machine washFlash drying and machine wash
shall be prohibited..shall be prohibited..

WARRANTYWARRANTY

If you have any qualityIf you have any quality
problems with our bags and areproblems with our bags and are
not satisfied, please feel free tonot satisfied, please feel free to
contact us, we will try our bestcontact us, we will try our best

to solve your problem andto solve your problem and
protect your rights andprotect your rights and

interests..interests..
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Christmas printed logo tote bagChristmas printed logo tote bag
Portable cotton bagPortable cotton bag

Christmas printedChristmas printed
logo tote baglogo tote bag

Portable cottonPortable cotton
bag bag

CUSTOM PRINTEDCUSTOM PRINTED
TOTE BAGS WITH NOTOTE BAGS WITH NO

MINIMUMMINIMUM
ORDER?1pc is OKORDER?1pc is OK

Showcase your brand, artworkShowcase your brand, artwork
or cause with personalized toteor cause with personalized tote
bags.Our range of personalizedbags.Our range of personalized

tote bags comes in varioustote bags comes in various
styles to meet diverse needs.styles to meet diverse needs.

While our personalized canvasWhile our personalized canvas
bags are ideal for personal use,bags are ideal for personal use,

gifts or promotional events,gifts or promotional events,
cotton tote bags make for acotton tote bags make for a

great choice for everyday usegreat choice for everyday use
and branding. We offer toteand branding. We offer tote
bags in bulk and our custombags in bulk and our custom

totes are also available with atotes are also available with a
minimum order quantity of justminimum order quantity of just

one to cater to your needs.one to cater to your needs.

These personalized tote bagsThese personalized tote bags
make for excellent promotionalmake for excellent promotional
giveaways – and are practicalgiveaways – and are practical
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for holding all your marketingfor holding all your marketing
materials. They also serve asmaterials. They also serve as

practical merch items, allowingpractical merch items, allowing
your customers to carry a pieceyour customers to carry a piece

of your brand with themof your brand with them
wherever they go. Forwherever they go. For

businesses looking to impressbusinesses looking to impress
clients and employees, ourclients and employees, our

custom cotton tote bags makecustom cotton tote bags make
perfect corporate gifts.perfect corporate gifts.

Design canvas tote bags withDesign canvas tote bags with
your brand's logo or message,your brand's logo or message,

making a memorablemaking a memorable
impression at trade shows andimpression at trade shows and
events – using our different toteevents – using our different tote

bag printing techniques.bag printing techniques.
Whatever your style andWhatever your style and

budget, IBOXBAGS is ready tobudget, IBOXBAGS is ready to
help you create tote bags theyhelp you create tote bags they

can't miss.can't miss.

LARGE CAPACITY &LARGE CAPACITY &
DURABILITY OFDURABILITY OF

CUSTOM TOTE BAGSCUSTOM TOTE BAGS

  15"W x 16"H, made of natural  15"W x 16"H, made of natural
cotton, lock stitching inside,cotton, lock stitching inside,

with compacted stitchingwith compacted stitching
throughout, including cross-throughout, including cross-
stitching at the handles forstitching at the handles for

maximum strength allowing themaximum strength allowing the
bag to hold up extra bearingbag to hold up extra bearing

capacity, which are muchcapacity, which are much
stronger than our competitors.stronger than our competitors.
With two reinforced handlesWith two reinforced handles

sized 1"W x 25"L, convenient tosized 1"W x 25"L, convenient to
carry in hand or wear on yourcarry in hand or wear on your
shoulder, sturdy enough for allshoulder, sturdy enough for all

kinds of daily use.kinds of daily use.

MULTI-FUNCTION ofMULTI-FUNCTION of
imprinted tote bagsimprinted tote bags

It is an ideal bag for beach,It is an ideal bag for beach,
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teachers, nurse, work, travel,teachers, nurse, work, travel,
swimming, sport, yoga, dance,swimming, sport, yoga, dance,

travel, carry-on, luggage,travel, carry-on, luggage,
camping, hiking, team workcamping, hiking, team work

picnic, party, gym, library, spa,picnic, party, gym, library, spa,
trade show, wedding,trade show, wedding,

conference, etc.Our pirnted toteconference, etc.Our pirnted tote
bags are also great for paintingbags are also great for painting

and decorating projects atand decorating projects at
home, at school, or in camp,home, at school, or in camp,

add your own touch with paintadd your own touch with paint
and other craft tools for aand other craft tools for a

personalized gift bags to yourpersonalized gift bags to your
loved onesloved ones

ECO-FRIENDLYECO-FRIENDLY

responsible for saving theresponsible for saving the
planet by not choosing paper orplanet by not choosing paper or

plastic bags, go green, bringplastic bags, go green, bring
our life in a colorful and creativeour life in a colorful and creative
way. Could be used as teacherway. Could be used as teacher

bag, nurse bag, library bag,bag, nurse bag, library bag,
book bag, party bag, birthdaybook bag, party bag, birthday

bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,bag, bride bag, wholesale bag,
trade show bag, conferencetrade show bag, conference

bag, promotional bag, gift bag,bag, promotional bag, gift bag,
giveaway bag, advertising bag,giveaway bag, advertising bag,
candy bag, silk screen printingcandy bag, silk screen printing

bag, church bag, Christmasbag, church bag, Christmas
bag, Halloween bag,bag, Halloween bag,

Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,Thanksgiving bag, holiday bag,
welcome bag and other variouswelcome bag and other various

event bags.event bags.

WASHING NOTICE: WASHING NOTICE:

cleaning of the bags is notcleaning of the bags is not
recommended. The washingrecommended. The washing
shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.shrinkage rate exceeds 10%.

Should it be seriously dirty, it isShould it be seriously dirty, it is
recommended to wash it in coldrecommended to wash it in cold

water by hand. Hang dry iswater by hand. Hang dry is
necessary before high-necessary before high-

temperature ironing. Pleasetemperature ironing. Please
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notice that the fabric may notnotice that the fabric may not
return to the original flatness.return to the original flatness.

Flash drying and machine washFlash drying and machine wash
shall be prohibited..shall be prohibited..

WARRANTYWARRANTY

If you have any qualityIf you have any quality
problems with our bags and areproblems with our bags and are
not satisfied, please feel free tonot satisfied, please feel free to
contact us, we will try our bestcontact us, we will try our best

to solve your problem andto solve your problem and
protect your rights andprotect your rights and

interests..interests..
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